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GENERAL SOURCE


See Chaps 3-4.
Casualties Overview

Strength & losses, Revolutionary War-Spanish American War.

Examines relationship between popular support & casualties.

Historical roots of total casualty accountability.


Regular feature of the winter "almanac" issue.


Analyzes the recent emphasis on total casualty accountability.

See also:
-Bibliographies on Generals as Casualties in Generals & casualty bibliographies in specific wars.
REVOLUTIONARY WAR


Listed alphabetically.

CIVIL WAR


INDIAN WARS


Data dates there were 938 actions, in which 59 officers and 860 EM were killed and 65 officers and 960 EM were wounded.

Contains stat tables.


Casualties Overview

Data indicates over 1000 combat actions in which the Army casualties were 2000; Indian 6000.

SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR

See pp. 501-03 on casualties in Spanish-American War, excluding Philippine Insurrection.

WORLD WAR I-General


General survey of medical care.


WORLD WAR I-United States


Casualties Overview


See pp. 191 forward, WWI data.

WORLD WAR I-Non US


Casualties Overview p.6


WORLD WAR II


Casualties Overview


  Alphabetical listing includes grade, service number, unit, date of death, burial plot & individual awards.


KOREAN WAR


  War seen as initial instance of broader cultural change toward death converging on an unpopular conflict.
Casualties Overview


VIETNAM WAR


On heavy 1969 losses suffered by personnel from Bardstown, KY & Manchester, NH.


See Chap. 9

Biographies and photos of “over four hundred Minnesota men, who sent to Vietnam Between 1962 and 1973, and did not return home alive.”

Casualties Overview

SINCE 1975


FOREIGN EXPERIENCE


